
Airius Thermal Equalizer, Suspended Ceiling Kit Assembly Instructions 

Models 10, 15, 25, 35 
 

1.    Remove all components from packing materials. Using the box the Airius unit arrived in, open end up, place the 2 x 2 flat AIR 

INTAKE SUPPORT GRILL, over the open end of the box face down.  Right Angle corner tabs are facing up. 

2.    Remove 2ea - ¼ 20x1 TORX ® screws that hold the Bail/Handle to the housing.  Save or Discard bail and screws, your 

discretion.  

3.     Insert the Airius unit, now with bail removed, into the center hole so that nozzle extends below the Air Intake Grid and the power 

cord is hanging over the edge. When Dome is installed, the Power Cord will be slightly crimped by it, so allow a little cord slack 

within the dome, so that the AIRIUS unit can be positioned vertically without straining the cord.     

4.     Place DOME over Airius unit and align it with screw holes and Note cutout for Power Cord on Dome edge. Dome should seat 

into the rim designed for it on the base, if necessary gently push the dome edge in until it seats into the lip. 

5.     Insert the Four (4) Philips screws 10/32 x 5/8  (provided) into the holes and tighten, 

        do not force screws, galling or stripping will occur. Inserts are brass.  Screws will go in easily when aligned properly. 

6.     The Base is designed to replace a 2 x 2 ceiling tile, if replacing a 2 x 4 tile please use an additional piece of 2 ft T-bar suspension   

        material to finish the edge and provide additional strength and rigidity to the existing suspension system. 

7. The Base has Four Right Angle Tabs located at each corner that can be drilled for additional ceiling/support wires to be added if 

desired.  

 

CONTACT AIRIUS LLC-USA, COLORADO TEL: 303-772-2633 OR 

IN THE EU CONTACT AIRIUS EUROPE LTD, UK TEL: 00 44 (0) 1202 862350 

WEB-SITE www.airius.us FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT 

THE AIRIUS® THERMAL EQUALIZER AND OTHER PRODUCTS /ACCESSORIES 
US and Foreign Patents Pending 

 

 


